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About This Game

EARLY ACCESS WARNING

CUBEZ IS IN EARLY ACCESS ALPHA. PLEASE DO NOT PURCHASE IT UNLESS YOU WANT TO ACTIVELY
SUPPORT DEVELOPMENT. CUBEZ IS IN A HIGHLY ACTIVE STATE OF DEVELOPMENT SO VARIOUS THINGS
WILL BREAK AND BE FIXED PROMPTLY FROM TIME TO TIME. WE'RE VERY OPEN ABOUT DEVELOPMENT,

SO PLEASE CHECK OUR SOCIAL MEDIA OUTLETS AND LEAVE COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS TO HELP SQUASH
BUGS. ALL FEATURES LISTED ON THIS PAGE ARE IN THE GAME CURRENTLY AND ARE AVAILABLE FOR

PLAY.
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About CubeZ

Get ready for some full multiplayer destroy the brain to kill goodness with fully destructible characters, destructible gear, gear
that effects play style, full character customization, weapon customization, and weapon mods that change the way your gun

handles. CubeZ in Early Access is all about action gameplay and arena styled combat and various game modes.

Team Deathmatch
Capture the Flag

Features
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Full Dynamic Player Destruction, Watch Parts Fall Off as You Shoot!

Character Gear Customization

Character Loadout Customization

Weapon Customization

2 Action Packed Game Modes

In Game Chat

6 Arena Style Maps

Over 50 Gear Items

Configurable Matches, Play with 2-16 Players
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Title: CubeZ
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Imaekgames [Imaek Limited]
Publisher:
Indie Developer
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP2 64-bit

Processor: i3

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 640 GTS

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Tested on lower devices than this - Laptops with INTEGRATED GRAPHICS will most likely not run the
game.

English
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This pack adds some pretty fun missions, the most powerful gun in the game outside of the buzzsaw, and the sandman, the gun
everyone used in FC3. As for the missions, they're all alot of fun. The writing is a bit bad. They went with a homophobic "is he
gay is he not gay" thing with hurk, which from FC3 is totally out of character. it's like if you were to define "Bromance" to
someone, and they completely missed the platonic part and just took "closeted homosexuality" out of it. The writing comes off
as insulting to one of my favorite FC3 characters.
But that said, the writing isn't SO terrible, you can't enjoy the missions and the game. It's like ordering a bowl of delicious soup,
and the bowl is textured to look like someone's shocked face. It's not blatently disgusting, but you'd rather not have a face in awe
stare back at you from your soup.

All in all, i'd give this DLC a 4\/10. No reason to omit it from the game what so ever. Don't pay more than 2 bucks for it..
Simple 2D platformer with good, chunky pixelated graphics and varied enough gameplay and platforming so as to remain fresh.
Not simply another "Limbo" / Silhouette knockoff, it leans more toward something resembling a medieval, creepy, Tim Burton /
Alice-In-Wonderland esque setting. The gameplay is simple but you also have a double-jump, spells to throw, and a basic attack.
Haven't played enough to know much whether there are bosses or not. Not many cutscenes at all. Straight forward and to the
point but well-made.. its has a great improvement in art ,story, the interests of the game and character ,i love it. You play as
Snek, you eat food as the Snek and get longer as the Snek.

Ten out of Ten, would Snek again!. Overall: 5\/10
Music: 10\/10
Story: 8\/10
Gameplay: 2\/10

Breakdown:
The gameplay is not good, mostly due to clunky controlls and getting caught on geometry in the environment not allowing for
smooth gameplay. Level design is questionable at best, and appears to be slightly buggy (ie some walls that should be there are
invisible until you solve the puzzle when it jerks the camera to look at the wall that was supposed to be there as it dissolves).
One of the most annoying issues in this game, especially since it's marketed as a rock opera game, is the fact that many noises
(and a few dialogue lines) are much louder than the others. I think it those noises in particular are unaffected by the volume
sliders, including the master volume slider. Overall, I'd say that it feels like it just needed more time in the oven to fix these
issues.

The Story that I have seen, I believe that I just completed the first chapter, is solid. Nothing groundbreaking so far, but it's
written decently. You affect the story very directly, which allows it to have a more meaningful impact.

The music is great. It's not perfect, but it is definately something I plan on listening to for the foreseeable future.

I will likely continue playing this game, but I've reached the end of my patience with the gameplay issues for now.. An absolute
mess. This is exactly how not to make a game. The controls are difficult and cumbersome, sometimes my gun just dropped
without me pressing anything or just doesnt shoot at all. I did not always start the level with the gun i chose in the weapon
selection level. my gun also did not always reload. movement is too slow and bumping into building is a collision nightmare.
please add automatic reloading, faster moving and better collision system.. Perhaps the worst computer game I've ever played...
and I'm going back to the days of Atari here. Don't buy this game unless you're looking to be amazed that any company would
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dare charge $40 for something in 2013 that's on the te♥♥♥♥♥al level of something made in the early 90s or earlier. I won't go
so far as to say it's a scam, but I do wonder.. This is a very good naval wargame with very poor training. If you still remember
how to use a boring text manual, go ahead!. This game is so fun for local multiplayer! It's like a crazy retro-styled air hockey!.
This is cool. It's definitely worth it on sale. It's basically The Lab's remote control flying vehicle in obstacle courses.
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can anyone help me i have download this game and it will not let me play and i reinstelld it?. sneak thief is a very cool game but
on my computer it lags pretty often but the game is so entertaining that that doesnt matter anymore. Was a bit sceptic at first but
it is a very enjoyable game! Like a mix of settlers and banished with western theme. Love watching them build and gather
things, been looking for a game that reminds me of settlers for a while. Yes the building is a bit slow but it is as it should be. It is
a bit tricky to build the right thing at the right time too not make them upset but it is perfectly doable. Tip for beginners is to
focus on church and housing before hunting and well. You can use the trader for that until they have housing. Looking forward
to all the updates :). I can't really recommend this game. There are several flaws:

- The animations are not very good (although, to be honest, most of the HO-games have animations that look rather bad, imho).
- The puzzles are laughably easy and pose no challenge at all. This isn't handholding players, it's pointing them almost directly to
the solution.
- A few times the item one needs is almost in the same location where they are needed. Again, far too easy to solve things.
- The shortcuts via the overview-map don't always work very well. When one is in the wrong area (inside the house, for
example), and the next action is needed somewhere outside, it seems that one has to walk outside first (to see the map belonging
to it and the exclamation mark).
- The story is horribly simple and doesn't make much sense. And the female protagonist must be the dumbest "detective" in the
world. The story and the villains are recognizable from a mile away and her acting suprised about what happens is ridiculous.
Plus, there's at least one occasion where you have to really question her sanity (opening a door when she knows there's a
flooeded room on the other side).
- The kind-of-philosophical ending with her gaining trust in herself doesn't make much sense. It looks as if it's being shoehorned
onto the player without much reason.
- Game is too short.

All in all I didn't enjoy playing the game, mainly for the lack of any challenge and the (sorry to say that) dumb female
protagonist.. I played Bejewled series, Cradle of XXX series, Puzzle Quest series for 3 matching game. I like this one the best.
PRG element is better than Puzzle Quest. I was sad when I beat the game.... Cute puzzle. Rather short for 14 Euro. Also all
achievements are hidden. Kudo's for the person who went around to finding all 18 of them and putting them online!. A fairly
good musical rhythm game.

Cool visuals

Really good music

Super cheap price

Addicting

. Cool batsuits overall, though as not as interesting as the Origins' and other ones. Get it with the season pass. Don't pay 5$..

 Bad graphics. I don't mind bad graphics in general, but here it makes it hard to differentiate between doors and other
types of textures.

 Annoying sound effects. You are going to kill thousands of zombies and all of them have same splash sound effect
when dying. Everytime you move or select your unit, they say same 2 confirmation messages over and over. It will get
annoying fast.

 Unrealistic sound acting. Either they are too tryhard badasses, or too southphark kenny like. There is no normal middle
way where you can believe this can be realistic voice of a person.

 No story. Story basically is "Zombies attack and you are killing them". Characters have no progression, no
specialization, no emotion and they can't be killed (that's right, death of your unit in this game just means that unit is
stuck and some other unit needs to revive it). You don't give a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665about them.

 Line of sight is not as important as game tries to make it look and trying to control it is terrible anyway. Your units
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rotate automatically to enemies even if they are not in the focus. You can't just rotate your unit. If you want to rotate
your unit, you need to make it move to that direction. There is some concept of rotating to marginally different way
when setting waypoint, but it's unusable.

 Scavenging. 90% of storages are empty or filled with junk. Only thing you can scavenge and is useful are guns. Also
game is stupid and if you have more than one unit selected and scavenge, it selects same unit everytime, even though he
is full, so you need to select manually different unit. Scavenging is just repetitive, useless and boring in this game.

 No strategy. Most you can do is set different position of units. This basically makes this a tower defense like game.

If you are like me and are type of person who likes xcom or doorkickers, you are probably not going to like this game. If
hovewer, you like tower defense games, you might.. Man... I'm sorry to say this... but this was really sad, one of the
worst things I have tried on the Vive... don't even waste your time. Voice acting was... well, terrible, story was the same.
Sad.
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